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Abstract.

A sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) in early January 2013 caused the Arctic polar vortex to

split and temperatures to rapidly rise above the threshold for chlorine activation. However, ozone in

the lower stratospheric polar vortex from late December 2012 through early February 2013 reached

the lowest values on record for that time of year. Analysis of Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS)5

trace gas measurements and Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations

(CALIPSO) polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) data shows that exceptional chemical ozone loss early

in the 2012/13 Arctic winter resulted from a unique combination of meteorological conditions asso-

ciated with the early January 2013 SSW: Unusually low temperatures in December 2012, offspring

vortices within which air remained well isolated for nearly a month after the vortex split, and greater10

than usual vortex sunlight exposure throughout December 2012 and January 2013. Conditions in the

two offspring vortices differed substantially, with the one overlying Canada having lower temper-

atures, lower nitric acid (HNO3), lower hydrogen chloride, more sunlight exposure/higher ClO in

late January, and a later onset of chlorine deactivation than the one overlying Siberia. MLS HNO3

and CALIPSO data indicate that PSC activity in December 2012 was more extensive and persistent15

than at that time in any other Arctic winter in the past decade. Chlorine monoxide (ClO, measured

by MLS) rose earlier than previously observed and was the largest on record through mid-January

2013. Enhanced vortex ClO persisted until mid-February despite the cessation of PSC activity when

the SSW started. Vortex HNO3 remained depressed after PSCs had disappeared; passive transport

calculations indicate vortex-averaged denitrification of about 4 ppbv. The estimated vortex-averaged20

chemical ozone loss, ∼ 0.7–0.8 ppmv near 500K (∼21 km), was the largest December/January loss

in the MLS record from 2004/05–2014/15.
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1 Introduction

The Arctic winter stratosphere exhibits extreme interannual variability in dynamical conditions. Be-

cause chlorine-catalyzed chemical ozone loss in the polar winter lower stratosphere depends strongly25

on temperatures and vortex confinement (e.g., Schoeberl et al., 1992; Solomon, 1999), the varying

meteorological environment is reflected in large variations in ozone loss. Sudden stratospheric warm-

ings (SSWs) in the Arctic cause temperatures to rise abruptly and the westerly winter circulation to

reverse to easterly; they are one of the predominant drivers of Arctic winter variability (e.g., Charl-

ton and Polvani, 2007; Charlton-Perez et al., 2008, and references therein). During “major” SSWs30

(SSWs in which the zonal mean zonal winds at 10 hPa reverse from westerly to easterly poleward

of 60◦), lower stratospheric temperatures usually rise rapidly above the threshold for conversion of

chlorine to “active” (ozone-destroying) forms (e.g., Manney et al., 2005; Kuttippurath et al., 2010;

Kuttippurath and Nikulin, 2012). The period with conditions conducive to chlorine activation in the

Arctic ranges from a few days (in winters with strong SSWs in December, e.g., Manney et al., 1999a,35

2005) to over four months (in the exceptional 2010/11 winter, e.g., Manney et al., 2011; Sinnhuber

et al., 2011; Arnone et al., 2012; Kuttippurath et al., 2012; Hommel et al., 2014; WMO, 2014; and

references therein). In contrast, major SSWs are very rare in the Antarctic and conditions favor-

able for chemical ozone loss persist from mid-May to mid-October with small interannual variations

(WMO, 2014, and references therein).40

The reactions that destroy ozone in the polar lower stratosphere also require sunlight (e.g.,

Solomon, 1999, and references therein). Since a large fraction of the polar vortex is typically in dark-

ness in December and January, early winter ozone loss tends to be small. Consequently, major SSWs

in early winter are generally associated with minimal ozone loss through the winters in which they

occur. Even among years with comparably extreme SSWs, however, dynamical conditions and ozone45

loss show large variability. Significant ozone loss has been reported before the major SSWs in late

January in 2003 (e.g., Singleton et al., 2005) and 2010 (e.g., Wohltmann et al., 2013). The 2009/10

winter was unusually warm until after mid-December, but unusually cold in January, with tempera-

tures below the ice frost point (∼ 188K near 50hPa) on synoptic scales from ∼ 15–25 January. This

resulted in formation of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) with solid nitric acid (HNO3)-containing50

particles that were large enough to sediment out, leading to denitrification and a consequent slowing

of chlorine deactivation after the late January SSW (e.g., Pitts et al., 2011; Dörnbrack et al., 2012;

Khosrawi et al., 2011; Wohltmann et al., 2013). Wohltmann et al. (2013) showed that ozone loss

continued, albeit at a decreased rate, for more than a month after temperatures rose above the chlo-

rine activation threshold. Similarly, in 2002/03, the early winter was unusually cold, but the PSC55

season was terminated by SSWs starting in late January. Chemical ozone loss, which began in late

December before the SSW, was facilitated by the disturbed vortex being exposed to more sunlight

than usual in December/January (e.g., Singleton et al., 2005). Several studies have shown evidence

for Arctic ozone loss in some winters in late December and January up to ∼ 0.6 ppmv over shal-
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low layers in the lower stratosphere, but in most winters it is limited to less than ∼ 0.3 ppmv (e.g.,60

Manney et al., 2003; Rex et al., 2003; Kuttippurath et al., 2010). Kuttippurath et al. (2010) noted

significant ozone loss in late December and early January prior to the late January SSWs in 2006,

2009 and 2010; in 2006 and 2009, the lower stratospheric vortex broke up within one to two weeks

after the SSW, resulting in rapid mixing, chlorine deactivation, and abrupt cessation of ozone loss.

MLS observations during the 2011/12 winter indicate early chlorine activation and suggest a small65

amount of ozone loss prior to the January 2012 SSW (Bernhard et al., 2012; WMO, 2014).

An exceptionally strong major SSW occurred in early January 2013. The criteria for a major SSW

were first met on 6 January 2013, with a large amplification of wave 2 activity (e.g., Goncharenko

et al., 2013; Coy and Pawson, 2015); the vortex split in the middle stratosphere within 1–2 days

after that time (the timing of the split depends on altitude and on the exact definition of the vortex70

edge). Coy and Pawson (2015) showed large wave-2 flux into the stratosphere preceding the event,

and midstratospheric temperatures increasing by 40K between 1 and 5 January 2013; this upward

wave activity flux was associated with Pacific blocking.

Because radiative time scales are long in the lower stratosphere, recovery from prolonged SSWs

such as the 2010 and 2013 events is very slow at the levels where polar processing occurs (e.g. Hitch-75

cock and Shepherd, 2013; Hitchcock et al., 2013). Hence, such SSWs typically result in termination

of lower stratospheric polar processing. However, the aforementioned studies of the 2009/10 winter

indicate that prolonged SSWs starting in late January may be preceded by significant ozone loss.

In this paper, we examine in detail the evolution of the lower stratospheric polar vortex during

the 2012/13 winter by characterizing the separated offspring vortices following the split during the80

January SSW. We combine this information with trace gas data from the Microwave Limb Sounder

(MLS) instrument on NASA’s Aura satellite and information on PSC composition from the Cloud-

Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument on NASA’s Cloud-Aerosol Lidar

and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite to show the progression of polar

processing in the 2012/13 winter and to estimate chemical ozone loss. We compare polar processing85

during the 2012/13 winter with that during the other nine Arctic winters observed so far by Aura

MLS and seven observed by CALIPSO, and detail the conditions associated with the early January

SSW that led to unexpectedly large early winter ozone loss.

In Sect. 2, we describe the datasets and methods used. Section 3 comprises a detailed discussion

of lower stratospheric vortex and temperature evolution in 2012/13 and the implications of that90

evolution for PSC composition. The evolution of trace gases observed by MLS in relation to the

polar vortex is described in Sect. 4. We use trajectory methods to estimate chemical loss and to

compare with similar estimates for other winters (Sect. 5). Our conclusions are presented in Sect. 6.
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2 Data and methods

2.1 Meteorological data: GMAO analyses95

We use data produced by NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) from their

operational Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) version 5.9.1 (GEOS-5.9.1) analysis and

their GEOS version 5.2.0-based Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications

(MERRA) reanalysis. These datasets are from global atmospheric models that combine 3-D-Var as-

similation and Incremental Analysis Update (IAU) (Bloom et al., 1996) to constrain the analyses.100

Both MERRA and GEOS-5.9.1 use a hybrid sigma-pressure vertical coordinate with 72 model levels

from the surface to 0.01 hPa, and have vertical resolutions of ∼ 1 km in the lower stratosphere. These

two datasets have slightly different horizontal resolutions: GEOS-5.9.1 uses a 0.5◦ × 0.625◦ lati-

tude/longitude grid (361× 576 gridpoints), while MERRA uses a 0.5◦ × 0.667◦ latitude/longitude

grid (361× 540 gridpoints). The meteorological fields from these datasets on their model levels are105

available eight times per day for GEOS-5.9.1 (00:00, 03:00, 06:00, 9:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18:00, and

21:00UT), and four times per day for MERRA (00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00UT). Potential vor-

ticity (PV) data from MERRA are available only on a reduced 1◦ × 1.25◦ latitude/longitude grid

(181× 288 gridpoints) with 42 pressure levels; we interpolate MERRA PV to match the model lev-

els and grid. Rienecker et al. (2008) and Rienecker et al. (2011) provide further details about GEOS110

and MERRA. The differences between GEOS-5.2.0 and GEOS-5.9.1 are outlined by Molod et al.

(2014).

2.2 MLS and CALIPSO data

The Earth Observing System (EOS) Aura and CALIPSO satellites are components of the “A-Train”

constellation, with 98◦ inclination orbits that provide data coverage from 82◦ S to 82◦ N latitude on115

every orbit.

Aura was launched in July 2004. Aura MLS measures millimeter- and submillimeter-wavelength

thermal emission from the limb of Earth’s atmosphere. Detailed information on the measurement

technique and the Aura MLS instrument is given by Waters et al. (2006). Vertical profiles are mea-

sured every 165 km along the suborbital track and have a horizontal resolution of ∼ 200–500 km120

along-track and a footprint of ∼ 3–9 km across-track. In this study we use version 3 (v3) Aura MLS

nitrous oxide (N2O), HNO3, hydrogen chloride (HCl), chlorine monoxide (ClO), and ozone (O3)

measurements from 2004 through 2014. The quality of these data is described by Livesey et al.

(2013). Vertical resolution is about 2.5 km for O3, 3 km for HCl and ClO, 3–5 km for HNO3, and

4–6 km for N2O in the lower to middle stratosphere. Single-profile precisions are approximately125

0.04–0.1 ppmv, 0.2–0.3ppbv (parts per billion by volume), 0.1 ppbv, 0.7ppbv, and 13–20 ppbv

for O3, HCl, ClO, HNO3, and N2O, respectively. The v3 MLS data are quality-screened as recom-
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mended by Livesey et al. (2013), including application of an altitude- and latitude-dependent bias

correction for ClO at 68, 100, and 147hPa.

The CALIPSO satellite was launched in April 2006. CALIOP, the primary instrument on130

CALIPSO, is a lidar that measures backscatter at wavelengths of 1064 and 532nm, with the 532nm

signal separated into orthogonal components parallel and perpendicular to the polarization plane of

the outgoing laser beam (Winker et al., 2009; Hunt et al., 2009). Multiple scattering can complicate

the analysis of optically thick clouds, but this is not an issue for thin PSCs. On-board data processing

is used to average single-shot samples over specific height ranges. The 532nm CALIOP calibration135

is performed over 11 contiguous 5 km samples in the region 30–34 km, where Rayleigh molec-

ular scattering is assumed. The calibrated data products derived from the three CALIOP channels

(Hostetler et al., 2006; Hunt et al., 2009) are attenuated volume backscatter coefficients (km−1 sr−1)

as a function of altitude.

2.3 Methods140

2.3.1 Dynamical characterization of the polar vortex

Part of our study of the Arctic 2012/13 winter uses diagnostics for assessing meteorological con-

ditions favoring development of PSCs and activation of chlorine. Temperature diagnostics include

minimum temperatures, as well as the area (APSC) and volume (VPSC) of air with temperatures be-

low the threshold (T ≤ TPSC) for PSC existence or chlorine activation (note that the subscript “PSC”145

may be replaced by a specific PSC type). Some recent studies have suggested that liquid PSCs play

a dominant role in activating chlorine (e.g., Drdla and Müller, 2012; Wegner et al., 2012; Wohltmann

et al., 2013). However, the existence temperatures for solid nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) (Hanson and

Mauersberger, 1988) and ice particles remain convenient thresholds for the initiation of chlorine

activation processes, and are pertinent to the formation of the solid-particle PSCs discussed here;150

we thus adopt the convention of referring to TNAT in general discussion related to the possibility of

chlorine activation. Polar vortex diagnostics include the area and volume of the polar vortex (AVort

and VVort, respectively), the sunlit area of the polar vortex (sunlit vortex area, SVA), and maximum

PV gradients. We calculate these diagnostics from MERRA data, once per day at 12:00 UT, on po-

tential temperature surfaces ranging from 390 to 580K (about 14 to 24 km1), as in Lawrence et al.155

(2014). More detailed descriptions of these polar processing diagnostics and their use can be found

in Manney et al. (2011) and Lawrence et al. (2014).

Our characterization of the 2012/13 split polar vortex consists of information about the locations,

sizes, and shapes of the individual offspring vortices throughout the stratosphere. We adapted algo-

rithms from image processing to identify and track the vortices through time. We define the vortex160

edge throughout the stratosphere (25 vertical levels between 390 and 1800K, ∼ 14–54 km) based on

1In polar winter; the altitude of isentropic surfaces in the lower stratosphere is higher by 1–2km in December 2012 than

in January 2013.
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climatological profiles of scaled PV (sPV, e.g., Dunkerton and Delisi, 1986; Manney et al., 1994b)

at the location of the maximum PV gradient from MERRA. After identifying closed sPV contours

at a single timestep, we reject those with equivalent latitude (EqL, the latitude enclosing the same

area between it and the pole as a given contour of PV, Butchart and Remsberg, 1986) greater than165

82◦, corresponding to areas less than ∼ 1% of a hemisphere. We save the position and extent of

each individual vortex in the model grid coordinates, and calculate its 2-D moment diagnostics (e.g.,

Mitchell et al., 2011), its total and sunlit area, and its concentricity with any existing cold regions

(e.g., Lawrence et al., 2014). After identifying the vortex regions, a matching procedure philosoph-

ically similar to that used by Limbach et al. (2012) is used to track each offspring vortex through170

time. This tracking is done using the full time resolution available (8 times per day for GEOS-5.9.1

and 4 times per day for MERRA) to maximize its accuracy. The multiple vortex characterization

procedures and additional applications are described in detail by Lawrence and Manney (2015).

In addition to the diagnostics of polar chemical processing described above, effective diffusivity

(Keff) is calculated from PV as a diagnostic of mixing. Keff is expressed as log-normalized equivalent175

length, that is, the length of a tracer contour with respect to the contour of minimum length that would

enclose the same area; high (low) values thus reflect complex (simple) structure in tracer (here PV)

contours and indicate strong (weak) mixing (e.g., Nakamura, 1996; Haynes and Shuckburgh, 2000;

Allen and Nakamura, 2001). The magnitudes of Keff values depend strongly on the resolution of the

tracer fields used in the calculations, but values from MERRA and GEOS-5.9.1 agree qualitatively;180

GEOS-5.9.1 values are shown here.

To place the 2012/13 winter in the context of other Arctic winters, in addition to comparing with

the 35 year MERRA reanalysis, we compare vortex and temperature diagnostics for that winter with

those for 2009/10 (a year during the Aura and CALIPSO missions for which low temperatures, ex-

tensive PSC activity, and large early winter ozone loss before a prolonged SSW have been reported,185

e.g., Kuttippurath et al., 2010; Pitts et al., 2011) and 2010/11 (the year with the most prolonged

cold period and largest Arctic ozone loss on record, e.g., Manney et al., 2011; Hommel et al., 2014;

WMO, 2014; and references therein). The interannual variability in the diagnostics shown here is

much larger than any biases between different reanalyses (Lawrence et al., 2014); the results are thus

robust across different meteorological datasets.190

2.3.2 CALIPSO PSC classification

The CALIPSO PSC data products are derived from the CALIPSO Lidar Level 1B data products us-

ing the PSC detection and composition classification algorithm described in Pitts et al. (2009). The

PSC data product contains profiles of PSC presence, composition, optical properties, and meteoro-

logical information along CALIPSO orbit tracks reported on a 5 km horizontal by 180m vertical195

grid. PSCs are classified by composition using the CALIPSO PSC algorithm, as described by, e.g.,

Pitts et al. (2009, 2011) and Lambert et al. (2012). The classification is based on the measured
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CALIOP aerosol depolarization and inverse scattering ratios. CALIPSO PSCs are separated into six

composition classes: supercooled ternary solutions (STS), which also include low number densities

of NAT particles whose optical signature is masked by the much more numerous STS droplets at200

low temperatures; three classes of liquid/NAT mixtures, with MIX1, MIX2, and MIX2-enhanced

(MIX2E) denoting increasingly higher NAT number density/volume; water ice (ICE); and mountain

wave ice (WAVE), a subset of ice PSCs generated through strong cooling associated with orographic

waves producing high ice particle number densities (∼ 10 cm−3) but relatively small (1.0–1.5 µm

radius) particles (e.g., Fueglistaler et al., 2003). Evaluations of the accuracy of the CALIOP PSC205

composition classification are provided by Pitts et al. (2013) and Achtert and Tesche (2014).

A relevant parameter for chlorine activation is the total PSC particle surface area, which is pri-

marily that of spherical liquid PSC particles. The lidar particulate backscatter is the integral over the

size distribution of particle geometric cross-section (which is equal to the surface area/4 for spheres)

weighted by the Mie backscatter efficiency (Gobbi, 1995). Thus, the summation of CALIOP partic-210

ulate backscatter within the vortex is proportional to the total PSC particle surface area (which is

primarily determined by liquid particles) in that region.

2.3.3 MLS data analysis and chemical ozone loss estimates

EqL, sPV, and reanalysis temperatures at the MLS locations are obtained from the MLS derived

meteorological products (Manney et al., 2007). MLS data are interpolated to isentropic surfaces us-215

ing temperatures from MERRA. For daily maps and reverse trajectory initialization (see below) the

MLS data are gridded at 2◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude using a weighted average around each grid-

point of 24 h of data centered at 12:00 UT. EqL time series are produced using a weighted average of

MLS data in EqL, time, and uncertainty (e.g., Manney et al., 1999b, 2007). The vortex average cross-

sections shown use a single sPV contour of 1.4×10−4 s−1 as a proxy for the vortex edge, while more220

detailed single-level individual vortex calculations use the altitude-dependent sPV profile described

above (Sect. 2.3.1). For averages in multiple vortices, the sPV from the derived meteorological prod-

ucts is first used to determine whether the MLS measurement location is within any vortex. Those

points that are within a vortex are then marked with the labels for individual regions to identify

which of multiple vortices they are inside. Averaging improves MLS precisions to values smaller by225

a factor of about 10 and 100 for EqL means and vortex averages, respectively, over the single-profile

precisions listed in Sect. 2.2.

The passive subtraction method using “Reverse Trajectory” (RT) calculations originated by Man-

ney et al. (1995a, b) has been used in numerous studies of ozone loss in individual winters, and to

characterize interannual variability in ozone loss during the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite230

mission (Manney et al., 2003, and references therein). Here, daily 3-D gridded fields of passively

transported O3, N2O, and HNO3 during December 2012 and January 2013 are compared with MLS

observations. To the extent that the transport is accurately modeled, the differences between the pas-
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sively advected and the MLS fields represent the non-transport processes affecting the trace gases

– that is, chemical processing and/or, for HNO3, microphysical processes and gravitational settling235

(denitrification) of PSC particles. The calculations for N2O are used to assess the accuracy of the

modeled transport, as per Manney et al. (1995b). The trajectory runs for the RT ozone loss calcu-

lations are done using an adapted version of the Lagrangian Trajectory Diagnostic code described

by Livesey (2013), which advects parcels using a fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme. We use winds,

temperatures, and diabatic heating rates from MERRA, and perform backward trajectories for days240

in December 2012 and January 2013. Parcels are initialized on 10 isentropic surfaces from 390

to 660K (∼ 14–27 km) on a 2◦ × 5◦ Northern Hemisphere latitude/longitude grid. Although every

15min integration timestep is saved, we use only the 12:00 UT locations to determine the estimates

of ozone loss. Passive ozone on the initial grid is obtained by initializing the back trajectories on

a common date. For example, trajectories on each day from 8 December through 1 January were ini-245

tialized with gridded MLS data on 8 December to estimate chemical loss on each day of that period.

While Morris et al. (1995) found that trajectory errors often increased substantially after about 15

days, Manney et al. (2003) found that RT calculations similar to those done here were reasonably

accurate using trajectories 20–40 days long, depending on the meteorological situation. To obtain

estimates for early December through January, while limiting the duration of back trajectories to250

no more than a month, the parcels run back from January days are initialized using the results for

1 January from the calculation initialized with MLS data on 8 December. Sensitivity tests for the

8 December 2012 to 31 January 2013 period using trajectories reinitialized every 10–12 days did

not show significantly different results than those presented with a single reinitialization near the

middle of the period. Frequent reinitialization also becomes problematic because air from outside255

the initialization domain advected into the region of interest can result in growing areas of missing

data.

A different Lagrangian method, the Match-based approach of Livesey et al. (2015), has also been

used to estimate December through January O3 loss in 2004/05 through 2012/13. The trajectory

calculations, or “MLS Lagrangian trajectory diagnostics”, are described by Livesey (2013) and the260

MLS Match method is discussed in detail by Livesey et al. (2015). Briefly, the Lagrangian trajectory

diagnostics are computed by launching a cluster of parcels from each MLS measurement location

and time. Airmasses sampled by MLS on multiple orbits are identified using these Lagrangian trajec-

tory diagnostics, and the differences between ozone at the initial time and subsequent measurements

are used to calculate chemical ozone loss rates in a procedure similar to that developed by von der265

Gathen et al. (1995) and Rex et al. (1998, 1999, 2002). Several criteria – including sPV greater

than 1.4×10−4 s−1 (indicating vortex air), approximate conservation of sPV, and limited dispersion

among the cluster of parcels launched at each location – provide information to screen the matches.

Calculations are done using a “standard” (25%) and “stricter” (10%) limit on the divergence in sPV

between matched observations (Livesey et al., 2015). Non-zero changes in N2O between matched270
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observations are assumed to arise from errors in modeled transport and are used to estimate the effect

of those errors on O3 loss uncertainties. In contrast to the sonde-based Match studies with 100s of

matches over the course of a winter, the MLS sampling provides 1000s of matches each day.

3 Polar vortex, temperature and PSC evolution in 2012/13

Figure 1 gives a qualitative overview of the vortex and temperature evolution during the 2012/13275

Arctic winter (an animation covering the full winter is available as a Supplement). A near-split of

the lower stratospheric vortex at the beginning of December was associated with a brief temperature

increase. Another vortex split in the lower stratosphere was seen around 10 December. Despite these

significant vortex disturbances, a large, deep region of temperatures below TNAT persisted through

December. By 1 January, a separate cold region developed at high altitude (from about 650 to above280

800K) and merged with the large lower-stratospheric cold region that extended below 390K. The

vortex was often elongated, and the cold region was typically shifted towards the side extending over

North America, especially in the period immediately preceding the early January split associated

with the major SSW, when the vortex was stretched into two (connected) lobes such that the air in the

core of each circulated within that individual lobe. By 4 January, the cold region was much smaller,285

though still extending through the depth of the lower stratosphere. During 4 through 6 January the

vortex continued to elongate, and temperatures increased above TNAT (Supplement). On 7 January

(shown in Fig. 1), a small region of temperatures below TNAT reappeared at 600 to 750K. At this

time, the vortex was clearly beginning to split throughout the vertical domain shown.

By 9 January, the vortex was completely split at all levels shown, and no temperatures below290

TNAT remained. Both the simultaneous splitting over a deep altitude region and the unequal split

into smaller “Canadian” and larger “Siberian” offspring vortices with positions similar to those in

2012/13 are common characteristics of vortex-split type SSWs (e.g., Matthewman et al., 2009). The

two offspring vortices continued to evolve and remained well-defined throughout the vertical domain

until the last few days of January, with a brief reappearance of temperatures below the activation295

threshold between 14 and 18 January (Fig. 1 shows 15 January) in the Canadian vortex. On 26 Jan-

uary, the vortices began moving back together, and they merged by 30 January. We describe below

the impact of this temperature and vortex evolution on the potential for polar chemical processing

and O3 loss.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of lower stratospheric temperatures at 490K (∼ 55 hPa, ∼ 20–300

21 km) from the 35 year MERRA reanalysis, with 2009/10, 2010/11, and 2012/13 highlighted.

Minimum temperatures (top panel) were unusually low during late November and December 2012

(orange line), but within the range seen in the past 35 years; temperatures below the ice PSC ex-

istence threshold (T ≤ TIce) were seen continuously at this level from about 5 December through

1 January. The brief warming associated with the early December lower stratospheric vortex split305
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resulted in temperatures rising near TNAT at 490K and above it at lower levels (not shown). The

490K temperatures in December 2012 were much lower than those in December 2009 (which was

unusually warm, e.g., Dörnbrack et al., 2012), and more persistently low than those in Decem-

ber 2011. Heat fluxes at 100hPa from approximately 5–20 December 2013 were exceptionally low

(even negative on some days) (e.g., Coy and Pawson, 2015, also see plots available at http://acd-310

ext.gsfc.nasa.gov/Data_services/met/ann_data.html), a condition often associated with less wave ac-

tivity and lower temperatures.

Temperatures at 490K in 2012/13 began rising precipitously on 31 December, exceeding TNAT on

5 January 2013. Temperatures dropped to just below TNAT around 13 January, before rising abruptly

again starting around 19 January. Minimum temperatures in early January 2013 exceeded TNAT315

slightly before the onset of the major SSW (that is, the date when the criteria for a major SSW

were first met). In contrast, in late January 2010, despite a rapid temperature increase following the

onset of the SSW, temperatures remained below TNAT for about a week before gradually rising above

that threshold. The late January 2010 SSW was a vortex displacement event, as opposed to a vortex

split in 2013 (e.g., Dörnbrack et al., 2012; Coy and Pawson, 2015); previous studies have indicated320

that vortex split SSWs tend to be more barotropic in the sense of occurring simultaneously over

a wide range of altitudes, rather than earlier at higher levels (e.g., Matthewman et al., 2009).

The fraction of the vortex volume with T ≤ TNAT, VNAT/VVort, in 2012/13 (Fig. 2b) was as large

as – sometimes slightly larger than – that previously observed in the Arctic both in late November,

and, after a brief warming, through the rest of December. The abrupt drop of VNAT/VVort to near325

zero indicates the concurrent disappearance of T ≤ TNAT at all altitudes. This is shown explicitly in

Fig. 3a: a large area of T ≤ TNAT formed in late November, with a brief warming in early December;

the large area of T ≤ TNAT extended from about 420 to 700K from about 5 December through

the beginning of January, then dropped to zero by 6 January at all levels. There was a brief dip to

T ≤ TNAT for a few days in mid-January 2013 at levels between ∼ 500 and 600K. The contrast with330

the warming associated with the 2010 SSW is seen clearly in the overlaid purple line on Fig. 3a,

which drops rapidly above about 520K (though not as rapidly as in 2013, and after, rather than

before, the SSW onset), but much more slowly below that level. Both the 2009/10 and 2010/11

Arctic winters were notable for an unusually deep region of low temperatures (e.g., Manney et al.,

2011; Dörnbrack et al., 2012). Figure 3a shows that the cold region in early winter 2012/13 was as335

deep as that in those two previous winters; this, along with unusually low temperatures during most

of December, resulted in the record high VNAT/VVort.

Figure 3b shows the total area of PSCs detected by CALIPSO. Consistent with the very low tem-

peratures in the last three weeks of December, an extensive area of PSCs was seen from about 17 to

25 km (approximately 430 to 600K). The volume of various PSC types (Fig. 3c) shows, in addition340

to a large volume of liquid PSCs, substantial regions of MIX1, MIX2, and MIX2E PSCs during ap-

proximately the last three weeks of December, as well as a small region of ice PSCs in mid-December
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associated with orographic wave activity near Novaya Zemlya (in the Arctic Ocean north of Rus-

sia). The widespread presence of these liquid/NAT mixtures, which include large HNO3-containing

particles, suggests conditions favorable for sedimentation of PSCs and hence denitrification.345

As seen in Fig. 4, the vortex-integrated particulate backscatter at 490K (near 21 km in December

2012) in December in 2012 was as large as or larger than that in the other years (2006 through 2013)

observed by CALIPSO, and much larger than the average values during December. The patterns

shown here are consistent with the evolution of VNAT/VVort (Fig. 2b). None of the other winters

observed had such a persistent period of large vortex-integrated backscatter in December: Values350

in December 2011 define the envelope for the years not shown individually between about 5 and

20 December, with much less persistent high values in the other years; the large, off-scale peak in

Janaury 2010 was when CALIPSO observed synoptic-scale ice PSC activity in the exceptionally

cold period before the late January 2010 SSW (e.g., Pitts et al., 2011; Dörnbrack et al., 2012). Since

the vortex-integrated backscatter is a proxy for the total particle surface area, the pervasive high355

values in December 2012 lead to the expectation of early chlorine activation.

The impact of the temperature evolution described above on the polar processing potential over

the 2012/13 winter in relation to other years is shown in Fig. 5. The total number of days in a winter

with temperatures below TNAT integrated from 390 to 550K (Fig. 5a) is closely correlated with the

timing of SSWs: major SSWs in 1984/85, 1998/99 and 2001/02 began in December (e.g., Randel360

and Boville, 1987; Manney et al., 1999a; Naujokat et al., 2002), and the onset of the major SSW

in 2003/04 was in the first few days of January (e.g., Manney et al., 2005). The total number of

cold days in 2012/13 was slightly larger than that in 2003/04 (when the SSW was at a similar time)

because of the unusually deep cold region in 2012/13. Winter mean (1 December through 15 April)

VNAT/VVort (Fig. 5b) shows a considerably larger activation potential in 2012/13 than in the previous365

winters with very early SSWs, reflecting the persistent deep cold region in December 2012. Winter

mean VNAT/VVort was nearly as large as that in 2008/09 and 2009/10, when the major SSWs were

18–20days later.

Polar vortex characteristics relevant to chemical processing are shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6a shows

the daily maximum PV gradients calculated as a function of EqL, a measure of the strength of the370

polar vortex as a transport barrier (e.g., Manney et al., 1994a, 2011; Lawrence et al., 2014). Although

the major SSW commenced and the vortex split in early January 2013 (with concurrent reversal of

the high latitude zonal mean winds), PV gradients remained near the climatological average until the

end of January, then dropped rapidly to very low values indicating that the vortex was no longer well

defined. Zonal mean winds (not shown) began to increase in February when the reforming vortex375

was relatively symmetric and pole-centered. The vortex recovered strongly in the middle and upper

stratosphere by mid-February, but very weak PV gradients along the edge of the reformed vortex in

the lower stratosphere indicate that it was an insignificant transport barrier there at that time. The
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2010 SSW, in contrast, did not result in a complete breakdown of the lower stratospheric vortex

(previously noted by, e.g., Dörnbrack et al., 2012).380

Figure 6b and c show daily time series of SVA (the portion of the vortex that is equatorward of

the latitude of polar night), indicating where, combined with low temperatures, there is potential for

chlorine-catalyzed O3 loss. Figure 6b shows SVA expressed as a fraction of the vortex area. There

were periods in December in both 2010 and 2012 when the vortex received much more sunlight than

usual. In both winters, these periods were associated with very disturbed conditions in which the385

vortex was highly elongated and split or nearly split in the lower stratosphere (e.g., Cohen et al., 2010

and Wang and Chen, 2010 discuss lower stratospheric vortex disturbances in December 2009); in

December 2010, however, these periods were unusually warm, with no PSC activity (e.g., Dörnbrack

et al., 2012). In addition to those substantial periods in December 2012, most of the vortex (or

more precisely, the offspring vortices following the split) sat in regions that experienced sunlight390

throughout January 2013. Figure 6c shows SVA and total vortex area expressed as a percentage of

the hemisphere, demonstrating that not only was the sunlit vortex area unusually large in 2012/13,

but the total vortex size was also exceptionally large during December 2012.

Another diagnostic examined is the vortex-temperature concentricity, calculated by determining

the degree to which the centroids of the vortex and cold regions are colocated (Lawrence et al.,395

2014). These calculations (not shown) indicate a fairly typical degree of concentricity in much of

December 2012 prior to the SSW, but with unusual excursions to very low values in the first ap-

proximately 10days of December and the first several days of January immediately before the SSW.

Low vortex-temperature concentricity is associated with a cold region near the vortex edge that ex-

periences stronger winds, thus facilitating the processing of more air through regions with PSCs;400

previous studies have shown that this results in more extensive chlorine activation (Santee et al.,

2003, and references therein).

In the following section we look at the effects of the vortex, temperature, and PSC evolution on

MLS-observed trace gas distributions in the 2012/13 winter.

4 Lower stratospheric trace gas evolution in 2012/13405

4.1 Overview and average trace gas evolution

Figure 7 shows maps of MLS trace gases on selected days during January 2013. The persistence of

strong N2O gradients across the vortex edge demonstrates clearly that air in the offspring vortices

remained well confined through January 2013. When the vortices merged at the end of January, PV

gradients weakened, and some mixing was evident (e.g., in the 0 to 45◦ E sector on 31 January),410

but the well-defined region of low N2O values indicates that most of the air in the reunified vortex

remained fairly isolated.
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Consistent with the large region of temperatures below TNAT on 1 January, HNO3 values were

very low through much of the vortex. While vortex HNO3 did increase slightly after temperatures

rose above the PSC threshold on ∼ 5 January, it remained much lower than is typical in warm Arctic415

winters in the confined region of each offspring vortex, suggesting that substantial denitrification

had occurred. Chlorine was strongly activated on 1 January, and persistent well-defined regions

of confined low HCl were seen in the offspring vortices through January. Throughout the period

after the vortex split, the offspring vortices were mostly in regions that receive sunlight, and thus

ClO remained elevated within them. Some chlorine activation was still apparent when the vortices420

merged at the end of January. The unusually low HNO3 values may have inhibited reformation of

ClONO2, the typical pathway for rapid chlorine deactivation in the Arctic (Douglass et al., 1995;

Santee et al., 2008, and references therein).

On 1 January, ozone values were high through most of the vortex. The values in the offspring

vortices decreased throughout January, consistent with chlorine-catalyzed ozone loss in both off-425

spring vortices. It is not obvious from the ozone fields themselves whether the low values inside the

merged vortex originated from the offspring vortices or from air drawn in from low latitudes; low

N2O values (characteristic of the vortex) in the same region suggest the former.

Figures 8 and 9 give a more comprehensive view of the trace gas evolution in the 2012/13 win-

ter, showing EqL/time plots of Keff and MLS trace gases at 490K, and potential temperature/time430

sections of vortex-averaged (over both offspring vortices) trace gases, respectively. Low Keff values

coincident with strong PV gradients (Fig. 8a) confirm that the vortices represented a strong transport

barrier through January, with a rapidly shrinking isolated region in early February, and complete

dissipation of the vortex as a significant transport barrier by late February. The continuing decline of

N2O into early February (Fig. 8b), coupled with strong gradients across the vortex edge, confirms435

the isolation of the vortex and indicates that descent continued into early February. Low values of

and strong gradients in N2O through late February indicate the persistence of a well-defined vortex

region. HNO3 values also remained low through mid-February in most of the vortex region (Fig. 8c).

Low HCl and high ClO values (Fig. 8d and e) were present until early February, when a rapid in-

crease in HCl and decrease in ClO indicates deactivation. The rapid decrease in ozone in late De-440

cember through January, when Keff, PV gradients (see Fig. 6a and overlaid contours in Fig. 8), and

N2O all indicate that the vortex was still isolated and confined descent continued, implies chemical

ozone destruction. Because descent brings down air rich in ozone, the amount of chemical ozone

destruction likely exceeded the observed decrease in ozone abundances.

Figure 9a shows a slight transient increase in N2O below 600K at the time of the vortex split445

(∼ 8 January), suggesting a small amount of associated mixing. The downward tilt of the contours,

however, continues through the time when the offspring vortices begin to merge, after which the up-

ward tilt of N2O contours at the lowest levels and sharp increase at ∼ 500–650K indicate enhanced

mixing.
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Low vortex-averaged HNO3 (Fig. 9b) persisted from about 440 to 580K through January, after450

PSCs had evaporated (Fig. 3), with the altitude of the lowest values decreasing gradually, from about

530 to 480K, from late December through mid-January. The episodic higher values near 420K in

late December and early January suggest renitrification as PSC particles fell to levels where there

was a much smaller region of T ≤ TNAT (see Fig. 3) and evaporated/sublimated. The persistence

of low vortex HNO3 after temperatures had risen and the evidence of renitrification are similar to455

the behavior seen in the very cold period before the SSW in late January 2010 (Khosrawi et al.,

2011). Figure 10 provides further evidence for the occurrence of denitrification/renitrification: on

16 December, MLS measurements along an orbit track show very low gas-phase HNO3 values

colocated with a region of CALIPSO PSC observations composed largely of MIX1 and MIX2, with

some MIX2E. On 28 December, a region of low HNO3 remained although no PSCs were observed,460

and an underlying enhancement of HNO3 shows the signature of renitrification. An estimate of

particle size and number density using the method described by Lambert et al. (2012) indicates

the presence of numerous large particles (radii > 6 µm) on 16 December. Figure 3 (bottom panel)

shows that liquid/NAT mixture PSCs were abundant throughout the cold period in December 2012,

implying that the processes exemplified in Fig. 10 were widespread during this period.465

The region of activated chlorine (low HCl, high ClO in Fig. 9c and d) extended above 600K

through mid-January. HCl gradually increased at the highest levels shortly after the vortex split;

evidence of somewhat more mixing at these levels than at lower levels is apparent in the vortex-

averaged N2O (Fig. 9a). Increasing HCl values extended to lower and lower levels through February.

The maxima in ClO around 20 December and from about 5 through 20 January were concurrent470

with maxima in SVA (Fig. 6). The SVA as a fraction of the vortex reached a maximum of 1.0

after HCl began to rise; consequently, maximum ClO values were observed after deactivation had

already begun because more of the active chlorine was converted to ClO even though the absolute

amount was decreasing. Note that the partitioning of active chlorine also shifts towards ClO at higher

temperatures (e.g., Santee et al., 2010, and references therein), which may have contributed to these475

variations. The low abundances of HNO3 may have hindered reformation of ClONO2 (typically the

initial deactivation pathway in the Arctic, e.g., Douglass et al., 1995; Santee et al., 2008) and thus

delayed deactivation. ClO dropped to near zero by about 5 February, over a month after PSCs were

last observed.

The vortex-averaged ozone time series (Fig. 9e) shows decreasing values at levels between about480

450 and 600K from before mid-December until the vortex split. After the vortex split, increases were

seen at the higher levels, but ozone decreased more rapidly between about 450 and 550K. After the

vortices merged, vortex-averaged ozone increased throughout the lower stratosphere, consistent with

some mixing during their reunification.
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4.2 Trace gas evolution in the offspring vortices485

The maps shown above (Fig. 7) indicated clear differences in the dynamical and chemical charac-

teristics of the two offspring vortices in January 2013. Figure 11 shows the detailed evolution of

MLS trace gases at 490K in the individual offspring vortices, in the context of vortex conditions.

The Canadian vortex (in dark red) encompassed about 20–40% of the total vortex area (dots on

Fig. 11b). As was apparent on individual days in Fig. 7, the Canadian vortex was closer to the pole490

than the Siberian vortex (in orange) in early January, but moved to near 50◦ N latitude by mid-

January (Fig. 11a), completely equatorward of polar night. The average latitude of the Siberian vor-

tex was near 60◦ N in early January to over 70◦ N in late January, with a corresponding late-January

decrease in SVA (though 60–80% of that vortex still experienced sunlight).

Average temperatures in January were considerably lower in the Canadian than in the Siberian495

vortex (Fig. 11c). Even in the Canadian vortex, however, the minimum temperatures were near or

higher than TNAT (the minimum temperatures in Fig. 2 reflect those in the Canadian vortex). N2O

values (Fig. 11d) dropped steadily in both vortices until about 24 January. A small, brief increase at

the time of the vortex split suggests transient mixing into the Siberian vortex, and a small increase

in N2O in the Canadian vortex in the last few days before the merge suggests increased mixing into500

that offspring vortex. On average, N2O values were similar in the two offspring vortices during the

period when they were separated.

The average HNO3 values seen in Fig. 11e in the Canadian vortex were about 1ppbv lower than

those in the larger Siberian vortex, and usually below any previously observed by Aura MLS in the

Arctic in January (see below). Because the vortices experienced sunlight over much of their areas505

during January, the possibility that photolysis (usually very slow in the vortex in December and Jan-

uary) contributes to the persistence of low HNO3 values should be considered. The photochemical

lifetime of HNO3 in winter greatly exceeds 30days for latitudes poleward of 60◦N (comparable

to the location of the vortex in December) and ranges from ∼ 20 to over 30days at 50◦ (near the

position of the Canadian vortex in late January) (e.g., Austin et al., 1986). Similarly, the photodis-510

sociation rates given by Kawa et al. (1992) as a function of solar zenith angle suggest a lifetime

against photolysis of 60 days or more for the vortex conditions in January 2013, except for those

of the Canadian vortex in late January, when the expected lifetime is near 30days. Photolysis of

HNO3 may thus have played some role (albeit small) in maintaining low HNO3 in the Canadian

vortex in January 2013. But the primary mechanism leading to lower HNO3 in the Canadian than in515

the Siberian vortex is likely to have been the non-uniform distribution of denitrification within the

parent vortex arising from the persistent location of the cold region towards that side of the vortex

before the split (see Fig. 1 and the Supplement).

The large PSC particle surface area present within the vortex through most of December 2012

(Fig. 4) resulted in strong chlorine activation beginning in early December, seen both in the large520

drop in HCl and the increase in ClO. As noted above, maxima in ClO correspond closely to periods
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when most of the vortex area was in sunlight. In particular, the peaks in late December and in

the larger Siberian vortex in early January were contemporaneous with increases in SVA for those

vortices, and the dramatic increase in ClO in the Canadian vortex after mid-January (about two

weeks after the last occurrence of PSCs) corresponds to the time when that vortex moved fully525

into latitudes that received sunlight. ClO was significantly higher in the Canadian offspring vortex;

that HCl was also significantly lower suggests that the difference in activation between the vortices

is not entirely accounted for by differing sunlight levels. This is likely partly due to nonuniform

activation in the two offspring vortices at the time of the split – the morphology at that time was

similar to that seen on 11 January 2013 in Fig. 7, with the Canadian vortex more completely filled530

with very low HCl values than the Siberian vortex. HCl began to increase later in the Canadian

than in the Siberian vortex, but increased more rapidly once it began. Since the Canadian vortex

remained outside the area of polar night after mid-January, the decrease in ClO in that vortex arose

entirely from deactivation; that is, none of the observed decline in ClO came about through changes

in chlorine partitioning induced by changes in sunlight exposure. This unequivocal observation of535

deactivation well before the vernal equinox is unique in the MLS record. Since photolysis of HNO3

is the primary source of the NO2 needed for ClONO2 production (e.g., Kawa et al., 1992; Douglass

et al., 1995; Santee et al., 2008), the depressed HNO3 abundances in the Canadian vortex may have

inhibited that deactivation pathway. That HCl in the Canadian vortex began to increase concurrently

with the rapid decrease in ClO is consistent with deactivation occurring through HCl formation to540

a greater degree than is typical in the Arctic, as discussed in more detail below.

Ozone began to decrease steadily by mid-December (Fig. 11h), indicating that it was decreasing

faster via chemical loss than it was being replenished by diabatic descent. The early onset of rapid

chemical ozone loss is consistent with 60–80% of the vortex being exposed to sunlight in December

and the consequent high ClO values. On average, ozone was distributed fairly uniformly between545

the two offspring vortices at the time of the split. Ozone decreased slightly faster in the Canadian

vortex in mid to late January, consistent with greater exposure to sunlight and the higher ClO values

in that vortex. The observed ozone decreases from the maximum in mid-December were about 0.6

and 0.8 ppmv in the Siberian and Canadian vortices, respectively.

4.3 Comparison with other Arctic winters550

To compare the polar processing in 2012/13 with that in the other Arctic winters observed by Aura

MLS, we show the evolution of N2O, HNO3, HCl, ClO, and O3 averaged over the total vortex area

(that is, encompassing all offspring vortices) (Fig. 12). The evolution of N2O in December 2012 and

January 2013 (Fig. 12a) was very similar to that in the other Arctic winters observed by Aura MLS,

indicating similar patterns of descent in the vortex. That this was the case for approximately a month555

following the vortex split in 2013 provides additional evidence of how well the offspring vortices
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remained isolated. After late January, when the vortices coalesced, N2O rose to values much higher

than any previously observed at that time of year.

Vortex-averaged HNO3 (Fig. 12b) in December was among the lowest in the Aura record, with

the abrupt drop in early December indicating the onset of extensive PSC activity. HNO3 values re-560

mained unusually low through early February 2013. The overall vortex average values were roughly

comparable to those in January and February in 2010 and 2011, both winters in which substantial

denitrification has been reported (e.g., Khosrawi et al., 2011; Manney et al., 2011; Wohltmann et al.,

2013). In those winters, however, PSCs persisted at that time, so the degree to which the low values

arose from denitrification rather than sequestration in PSCs is difficult to determine.565

Consistent with the low temperatures and persistently large PSC surface area (Figs. 2–4), extensive

chlorine activation was observed earlier than in any of the other Arctic winters during which Aura

measurements are available, as seen in the large drop in HCl in early December 2012 in Fig. 12c.

The unusually extensive exposure to sunlight near the time of winter solstice resulted in strongly

elevated (∼ 0.5–0.7 ppbv in the vortex average) ClO much earlier than in any other winter shown570

here. Activation also began in early December in the 2011/12 winter (Bernhard et al., 2012; WMO,

2014), but HCl values were less extreme (defining the bottom of the envelope in Fig. 12c), and

maximum ClO values in December remained below 0.4ppbv (not shown). In both 2010 and 2013,

ClO remained well above zero for about a month (slightly longer in 2013) after the SSWs. In 2013,

ClO remained near its maximum value for over two weeks after temperatures rose above TNAT,575

while in 2010, ClO began decreasing immediately after the SSW despite temperatures remaining

below TNAT for about two more weeks (Fig. 2).

Examination of ClO for each individual year indicates that the time for ClO to decline to near-

zero values in 2012/13 after reaching its peak (∼ 25–30 days) was similar to that in 2010/11 and

2009/10, slightly longer than the 15–20 days in the other observed years. (When deactivation begins580

before the vernal equinox, however, varying sunlight exposure also affects the timing of the ClO

decline.) The time for HCl to reach a maximum from the beginning of a relatively monotonic rise

(∼ 30–35 days) in 2012/13 was shorter than that in other years observed by Aura MLS (∼ 40–

60days). Ozone abundances during the period when deactivation was occurring in 2012/13 were

∼ 2.5–2.7ppmv, about 0.5–0.7 ppmv lower than those in the years when ClO declined most rapidly.585

Douglass and Kawa (1999) and Santee et al. (2008) have shown cases where low ozone amounts in

the Arctic favored HCl formation. Thus, both low HNO3 and low O3 abundances can affect Arctic

chlorine deactivation. A thorough analysis of interannual variability in chlorine partitioning in the

MLS record would require detailed chemical modeling and is beyond the scope of this paper, but

the relatively slow decline in ClO and relatively rapid rise in HCl in the presence of unusually low590

HNO3 and O3 abundances is consistent with previous observations under similar conditions.

The ozone decrease beginning in mid-December 2012 was earlier than that in any other Arctic

winter observed by Aura. By late January 2013, O3 was about 0.4 ppmv lower than in any of the
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nine other winters shown in Fig. 12. The observed ozone decrease of about 0.6 ppmv between mid-

December and early February is about double the amount of previously observed reductions in this595

interval, which were less than ∼ 0.3 ppmv. Since descent was replenishing vortex O3 during this

period, the chemical loss was larger than the observed decrease. In the following section, we use

the reverse trajectory and Lagrangian trajectory diagnostic methods described in section 2.3.3 with

MLS N2O, HNO3, and O3 to estimate denitrification and chemical loss amounts.

5 Estimates of chemical ozone loss600

Reverse trajectory (RT, see section 2.3.3) estimates of chemical O3 loss and denitrification at 490K

in December 2012 and January 2013 are shown in Fig. 13. The N2O values (Fig. 13a and b) indicate

uncertainties in the transport calculation, and suggest that the descent in the RT calculations is too

strong or mixing too weak, in that the modelled N2O drops faster than that observed. After about

20 January, when the vortices are moving back together, and mixing is starting to increase, the RT605

underestimate of N2O becomes larger. Transport errors are larger in the Canadian vortex than in the

Siberian vortex. The maximum difference between passive RT and MLS ozone in both the total vor-

tex average and individual offspring vortex averages is about 0.85ppmv on 26 January (Fig. 13d),

with values of about 0.7 ppmv on 20 January, when overall transport errors as indicated by N2O

are still relatively small. This agrees well with a rough estimate of chemical ozone loss using MLS610

N2O to estimate vortex-averaged descent as per, e.g., Manney et al. (2006) (not shown) that indi-

cates a maximum of just over 0.7ppmv vortex averaged ozone loss on about 20 January near 500K.

Similar calculations for other years (not shown) give chemical loss estimates between 1 December

and 20 January ranging from about 0.2 to 0.4ppmv at 490K. As was the case in 2012/13, the cal-

culations also indicate larger-than-typical transport (N2O) errors in 2005/06, 2008/09, and 2011/12,615

all years with strong January SSWs; this indicates greater difficulty in simulating transport under

disturbed conditions. The lack of significant improvement with more frequent reinitialization (noted

in section 2.3.3) suggests that these increasing errors are more closely related to larger inaccura-

cies in the 3-D motion fields under disturbed conditions (and possibly limitations in the MLS data’s

ability to capture the finer-scale structure that develops under such conditions) than to trajectory620

errors accumulated over the duration of the longer runs. Similar patterns of and interannual variabil-

ity in estimated ozone loss are found at 460 and 520K; for 2012/13, the RT calculations indicate

∼ 0.6 ppmv (∼ 0.7 ppmv) ozone loss at 460K (520K). Transport errors become larger at 550K,

but many years show significant ozone loss (ranging from 0.3 to 0.7ppmv) by 20–30 January. About

0.7 ppmv ozone loss was estimated at 550K in 2012/13.625

The RT method was also used to estimate the chemical and microphysical processes affecting

HNO3 (Fig. 13e and f). In the absence of PSC formation, denitrification, and photolysis, the RT

model predicts a slight increase in vortex HNO3 from 8 December through January. Instead, ob-
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served HNO3 drops dramatically. This is consistent with sequestration in PSCs during the period

before about 20 December, when observations show large oscillations over a few days that are cor-630

related with temperature changes. After a further rapid drop starting about 21 December, HNO3

values remained low through January. Examination of maps of the RT/observed HNO3 differences

(not shown) indicate that the depression in observed with respect to passively transported HNO3

was uniformly distributed throughout the vortex during January. These results are consistent with

vortex-averaged denitrification of about 4 ppbv. Examination of a run initialized on 1 January (not635

shown) indicates good agreement between RT and MLS HNO3 throughout the month, with little

change in either, confirming that photolysis did not significantly affect vortex HNO3.

Livesey et al. (2015) estimated chemical ozone loss during January through March for the 2004/05

through 2012/13 Arctic winters using the MLS Match technique (see also Sect. 2.3.3). We use sim-

ilar calculations for the December/January period to compare early winter chemical ozone loss in640

2012/13 with that in previous years observed by Aura MLS (Fig. 14). The values for 2012/13 using

this Match method are somewhat smaller than those from the RT and vortex-averaged descent esti-

mates described above, and Livesey et al. (2015) show that their winter-long estimates tend to be in

the lower part of the range of values obtained using several other methods and datasets. Uncertain-

ties in Arctic ozone loss estimates are consistently large (e.g., Brakebusch et al., 2013; Livesey et al.,645

2015), but interannual differences in estimates derived from each dataset/method tend to agree well

(e.g., Manney et al., 2011), indicating that comparisons of relative values calculated using the same

method across the years are robust. The calculations for 1 December through 20 January (Fig. 14,

left panel) indicate about twice as much chemical loss near 500K in 2012/13 as the largest in the

previous years. In addition, significant chemical loss before 20 January extended down to 450K in650

2012/13, but not in any of the previous winters observed by Aura MLS. The previous years with

largest ozone loss at 500K prior to 20 January were 2005/06 and 2008/09, both years with strong

prolonged SSWs in late January. This is consistent with the disturbed vortex prior to these SSWs

experiencing more sunlight than is typical.

By 31 January (Fig. 14, right panel), the MLS Match calculations show chemical loss commenc-655

ing in most of the years studied. In 2012/13, the estimates decrease slightly, and the uncertainties

increase, between 20 and 30 January, consistent with the results of the RT calculations that showed

increasing errors in transport during that period. The large values in 2009/10 are consistent with the

disturbed but very cold vortex in mid-January 2010. In most years, significant early winter ozone

loss does not extend down to 450K even by 31 January. Only 2011/12 shows significant ozone loss660

at 450K between 20 and 31 January (but not before 20 January). As noted above, there was also

a prolonged SSW in 2011/12 (though that event had a less dramatic and abrupt effect on the lower

stratospheric circulation), and some similarities are seen in trace gas evolution.

The results from these chemical ozone loss estimates show that disturbances to the lower strato-

spheric vortex prior to strong SSWs can be an important factor in controlling early winter ozone665
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loss, largely because they result in significantly greater exposure of the vortex to sunlight during the

interval before chlorine is deactivated. In 2012/13, the period with a highly disturbed vortex con-

taining significant amounts of active chlorine persisted for approximately a month after the SSW

and consequent increase of temperatures above TNAT, facilitating exceptional early winter chemical

ozone loss.670

6 Conclusions

We have described the evolution of meteorological conditions, polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs),

and trace gases in the 2012/13 Arctic winter. Our results give a detailed view of the processes,

associated with an SSW that split the vortex in early January 2013, that led to more chemical ozone

loss in December 2012 and January 2013 than previously observed during that period in the Arctic.675

Figure 15 provides a schematic of the processes leading to this unusual early winter ozone loss.

Temperature and vortex information from the MERRA and GEOS-5.9.1 data assimilation system

fields, and PSC information from CALIPSO, show that:

– The lower stratosphere was unusually cold in December 2012, with a period of ∼ 3weeks

with temperatures below the frost point.680

– While temperatures on a given date at a given level did not in general set records, they were

more consistently low over a deeper layer than usual in December 2012, resulting in greater

potential for chlorine activation and ozone loss than in other winters with comparably early

SSWs.

– During the cold period in December 2012, the total PSC particle surface area within the vortex685

was larger than that in any of the other seven winters observed by CALIPSO.

– The PSCs present during the cold period in December 2012 included a substantial fraction of

NAT mixtures with large particles that can sediment quickly.

– Temperatures rose abruptly above the chlorine activation threshold throughout the lower

stratosphere a few days before the 6 January onset of the major SSW and the ∼ 8 January690

vortex split.

– The two offspring vortices remained separate, strong (i.e., effective transport barriers), and

largely in regions receiving sunlight until they merged at the end of January.

– After the vortex split, temperatures in the smaller (20–40% of total vortex area) “Canadian”

vortex were significantly lower than those in the larger “Siberian” vortex, though both re-695

mained entirely above TNAT.
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– After the offspring vortices merged at the end of January, the reunited vortex weakened and

enhanced mixing occurred; by mid-February, the vortex no longer represented a significant

transport barrier.

– The Canadian vortex was entirely outside of polar night after mid-January, with an average700

latitude of 50–60◦ N.

The peculiar meteorological conditions and PSC evolution detailed above gave rise to the follow-

ing responses in the MLS trace gases:

– N2O observations indicate that confined descent in the offspring vortices continued until they

merged in late January.705

– After a period of about three weeks in December with a large area of PSC mixtures contain-

ing solid NAT particles, vortex HNO3 remained very low through early February, indicating

denitrification.

– HNO3 was significantly lower (by about 1 ppbv) in the Canadian than in the Siberian vortex,

largely as a result of more persistent PSC activity in that portion of the parent vortex before710

the split.

– HCl and ClO indicate earlier chlorine activation than previously observed by Aura MLS in the

Arctic.

– Peaks in ClO were concurrent with periods when most of the vortex was exposed to sunlight.

From mid through late January, ClO was significantly higher (by ∼ 0.4 ppbv) in the Canadian715

than in the Siberian vortex as a result of greater sunlight exposure.

– Chlorine deactivation in January began later in the Canadian than in the Siberian vortex, likely

resulting from lower HNO3 abundances reducing deactivation into ClONO2.

– The observed ozone values and decrease from mid-December to early February were unprece-

dented, with about 0.4 ppmv less ozone in late January 2013 than in any other winter in the720

2004/05–2014/15 MLS record.

It was thus a unique combination of dynamical processes – that is, persistently low temperatures

and a disturbed vortex in December 2012, and the split into two vortices that individually remained

isolated through January – that led to the unusual chemical processing and ozone loss (illustrated in

Fig. 15).725

Estimates of chemical ozone loss using passive subtraction and vortex-averaged descent methods

indicate ∼ 0.7–0.8ppmv maximum vortex-averaged chemical loss near 500K. Passive subtraction

calculations also indicate vortex-wide denitrification, resulting in a deficit of about 4ppbv in vortex-

averaged HNO3 through January.
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While quantitative uncertainties in early winter ozone loss estimates are large, calculations using730

a single method and dataset have been shown to give a robust picture of interannual variability.

Comparisons of calculations using a Match method for each winter observed by Aura MLS show

that chemical loss in December 2012 and January 2013 was larger than that in any of the other years

in that record. While some of those years had significant loss during that period near 500K, only in

2012/13 was that early winter ozone loss large down through 450K.735

Significant ozone loss before late January was previously seen only in 2005/06 and 2008/09,

winters with strong SSWs in January. This emphasizes the importance of disturbances of the lower

stratospheric vortex prior to SSWs in the development of conditions promoting chemical ozone

destruction in early winter. In particular, disturbed vortices prior to SSWs tend to experience more

sunlight than those in overall colder, more quiescent winters, allowing substantial ozone destruction740

in those cases where temperatures are also persistently low enough for extensive chlorine activation.

The combination of dynamical conditions that led to exceptional chemical ozone loss in Decem-

ber 2012 and January 2013 is, so far, unique in the record of Arctic winter variability. The extensive

suite of measurements pertinent to lower stratospheric polar processing available from MLS and

CALIPSO for the past decade allowed detailed diagnosis of the processes leading to the unusual745

early winter ozone loss in 2012/13. Just two years earlier, Arctic winter conditions combined to pro-

duce unprecedented springtime ozone loss, arguably resulting in the first “Arctic ozone hole”. The

occurrence in two recent winters of vastly different permutations in lower stratospheric meteorology,

each unlike any previously observed, and the impact of those dynamical conditions on polar winter

chemical processes, argues for the importance of continuing comprehensive composition measure-750

ments to enable diagnosis of future extreme variations in polar processing and Arctic ozone loss.

The Supplement related to this article is available online at

doi:10.5194/acp-0-1-2015-supplement.
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Figure 1. Isosurfaces of TNAT (blue) and the vortex edge (orange). The vortex edge is defined by the altitude-

dependent sPV profile described in Sect. 2.3.1. An animation covering the 2012/13 winter is available as a

Supplement.
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Figure 2. Time series of (a) minimum temperatures poleward of 40◦ N at 490K and (b) VNAT/VVort (see text)

from MERRA reanalysis. Individual lines show 2009/10 (purple), 2010/11 (blue) and 2012/13 (orange). Enve-

lope shows the remaining years from 1979/80 through 2013/14. Thin vertical lines indicate the dates when the

major SSW criteria were met in 2010 (purple) and 2013 (orange). Thin black horizontal lines in (a) indicate the

NAT and ice PSC thresholds.
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Figure 3. (a) Time series of the area poleward of 30◦ N with T ≤ TNAT as a function of potential temperature in

2012/13 from MERRA (color fill; the white contour shows a value of 0.001, indicating a very small non-zero

value); area is expressed as fraction of a hemisphere. The overlaid purple and blue contours show the 0.002

contour (which is at the boundary between grey and lavender in 2012/13) in 2009/10 and 2010/11, respectively;

purple and orange vertical lines show the beginning dates of the SSWs in 2010 and 2013, respectively. (b) Time

series of CALIPSO total PSC area; format is as in (a), but with only 2012/13 values. (c) Time series of the total

volume of different types of PSCs observed by CALIPSO in 2012/13 (see text).
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compared with the range (grey shading) and average (white line) for the other years in 2006/07 through 2013/14.
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Figure 5. Summary temperature information from MERRA reanalysis for the past 35 Arctic winters: (a) the

number of days below TNAT summed over isentropic levels from 390 to 550K; (b) winter mean VNAT/VVort

calculated from 1 December through 15 April. 2009/10, 2010/11, and 2012/13 are highlighted in purple, blue,

and orange, respectively. Dark grey bars indicate other winters with major SSWs in December or early January.

Year numbers are for the January of each winter.
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Figure 7. Maps of MLS trace gases on the 490K isentropic surface for selected days in January 2013, top to

bottom: N2O (ppbv), HNO3 (ppbv), HCl (ppbv), ClO (ppbv), and O3 (ppmv). Yellow/black dashed line shows

the latitude of polar night. White overlays are sPV contours of 1.2 and 1.6× 10−4 s−1, representative of the

vortex edge. The thick black contour (visible only on 1 January) outlines the region with temperatures less

than 196K, the approximate chlorine activation threshold. Projection is orthographic, with 0◦ longitude at the

bottom and 90◦ E to the right. Thin black circles show 30 and 60◦ N latitudes.
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Figure 9. Potential temperature/time series of vortex averaged (within the 1.4× 10−4 s−1 sPV contour) (a)

N2O, (b) HNO3, (c) HCl, (d) ClO, and (e) O3 derived from MLS data. The thin solid black vertical lines

indicate the onset day of the SSW (6 January, ∼ 2 days before the vortex split) and the day when the offspring

vortices reunited (30 January).
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Figure 10. MLS HNO3 (ppbv) along an orbit track (top panels) and colocated CALIPSO PSC classification

(bottom panels, see text), on 16 and 28 December 2012. The orbit tracks shown on each day are very close

to the same position and orientation, extending over Iceland approximately parallel to the easternmost part of

the Greenland coast. The zero point on the tracks is at the turnaround of the orbit, that is, the point closest to

the pole. Overlaid labeled lines are potential temperature contours. Overlaid thick white contour in the bottom

panels is the 5ppbv HNO3 contour.
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Figure 11. Characteristics of individual offspring vortices in 2012/13 at 490K: (a) vortex-averaged latitude

(degrees), (b) SVA expressed as a fraction of the vortex area (fine dotted lines show the fraction of total vortex

area in each offspring vortex), vortex-averaged MLS (c) temperature, (d) N2O, (e) HNO3, (f) HCl, (g) ClO, and

(h) O3. Thick black lines show the fields for the sum over all vortices with area greater than 1% of a hemisphere;

thin black lines in vortex-averaged plots show “bulk” average (including individual regions with area less than

1% of the hemisphere). Individual vortices are shown as thick grey and colored lines, with the “Siberian” and

“Canadian” vortices in January shown in orange and dark red, respectively, and smaller offspring vortices at

other times in light green. Thin vertical dotted lines are on 6 January (the onset of the major SSW, ∼ 2 days

before the vortex split) and 30 January (when the offspring vortices merged).
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Figure 12. Vortex averaged MLS trace gases at 490K, in 2012/13 (orange), 2010/11 (blue), and 2009/10 (pur-

ple) compared with the range (grey shading) and average (white line) for the other Arctic winters in 2004/05

through 2013/14. (a) N2O, (b) HNO3, (c) HCl, (d) ClO, and (e) O3. Vertical purple and orange lines show the

onset dates of the SSWs in 2010 and 2013, respectively.
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Figure 13. Vortex-averaged (left to right) N2O, O3, and HNO3 from MLS (solid lines) and RT passive subtrac-

tion (dashed lines) calculations (see text) at 490K from 8 December 2012 through January 2013. (a), (c), and

(e) show mixing ratios in each of the vortices present; (b), (d), and (f) show the difference between MLS and RT

(passively transported) values, indicative of transport uncertainties for N2O, and chemical and/or microphysical

changes for O3 and HNO3. Line colors are as in Fig. 11.
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Figure 14. Chemical ozone loss estimates for 1 December through (left) 20 January and (right) 31 January

from MLS Match (Livesey et al., 2015) for the 2004/05 through 2012/13 Arctic winters. Integrated ozone loss

for each Arctic early winter, in 25K potential temperature bins centered at 500K (top bar of pair for each

year) and 450K (bottom bar of each pair), is shown as wide bars, with overlapping wide pale bars showing the

calculations using “stricter” match requirements (see Sect. 2.3.3). Dots on the left hand axis indicate where the

estimated ozone change was zero or positive, indicating no chemical loss. Thin lines extending to the right of

the wide bars show uncertainties in ozone calculated assuming N2O changes are ascribed to errors in descent

(upper lines, with “tails” at right hand end) or mixing across the vortex edge (lower lines, with no tails). As in

previous figures, 2009/10, 2010/11, and 2012/13 are highlighted in purple, blue, and orange, respectively.
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Figure 15. Block diagram of the processes leading to unusual early winter chemical ozone loss in 2012/13.

Purple boxes show the key dynamical processes that, in combination, resulted in the unusual early winter

chemical processing. Blue-green and blue boxes show PSC and chlorine processes, respectively. Orange box

indicates sunlight exposure and green box denitrification. Both phenomena going into each dark red box were

necessary for the chemical ozone loss to take place.
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